Three-dimensional transformation of capsids associated with genome packaging in a bacterial virus.
Three-dimensional structures of the empty procapsid and the mature capsid of the Salmonella bacteriophage P22 have been determined to a resolution of 28 A using electron cryomicroscopy and computer image processing. The coat subunits in both the structures are arranged as pentamers and hexamers on a T = 7 icosahedral lattice. The two structures display significant differences in shape, size and intersubunit interactions. The empty procapsid is spherical in contrast to the distinctly larger and polyhedral mature capsid. The empty procapsid structure exhibits holes at all the quasi sixfold positions that are absent in the mature capsid. These holes may be the exit ports for scaffolding subunits. Detailed comparisons of the two structures indicate that extensive structural changes take place during maturation in all seven quasi-equivalent subunits. These changes cause flattening of the icosahedral facets, capsid expansion and closing of the holes. This process results in a stable and impenetrable capsid that protects the bacterial genome.